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November 25-27 2010
Lviv, Ukraine
CONFERENCE AREAS
The scope of conference includes but is not limited to:
1. Software Engineering
2. Information Systems
3. Applied and Computational Linguistics
4. Computer Systems and Networks
5. Mathematical Modelling and Computational Approaches
6. Radioelectronic and Information-Telecommunication Systems and Devices
7. Information-Measuring Technologies
8. Metrology, Standardization and Certification
9. Information Security
10. World Wide Web and Social Communication

WORKING LANGUAGES
Working languages of the Conference are English and Ukrainian.

DEADLINES
September 10, 2010: deadline for camera-ready paper and application form submission
September 24, 2010: notification of paper acceptance or rejection
October 01, 2010: deadline for fee payment

SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS
Researchers who are yet under 35 on November 25, 2010 are invited to take part in the conference (at least one of the paper authors should satisfy this age criteria).

To take part in the Conference an applicant should submit to the Organizing Committee via e-mail (cse.mailbox@gmail.com):
- filled application form;
- camera-ready paper;
- digital photo of each co-author.

An author must not submit more than two papers (as co-author as well).

Camera-ready papers
Conference application form and papers should be laid out in compliance with templates available from the Conference web site (http://cse.ukrscience.org). Papers volume should conform to limit outlined in the template. All figures must be stored separately in *.tiff or *.jpg format with the minimum resolution of 300 dpi and sent in attachment with the paper.

Extended abstract (to be translated)
Moreover, papers must contain extended abstracts up to 1860 characters with spaces (normal volume of conditional page), which will be translated into English or Ukrainian (for papers in Ukrainian or English respectively).

Paper acceptance/rejection
All applicants will be notified of acceptance or rejection via e-mail. Upon acceptance, participants are required to cover conference fees (requisite elements given below) and e-mail a copy of the payment receipt to the Organizing Committee.

Online Proceedings
All papers accepted together with Program Committee reviews will be in free access on the Conference Website (http://cse.ukrscience.org) available for discussion among Program Committee Members, Conference participants and other registered website users. All authors of the accepted papers will be registered on UkrScience social networking website (http://www.ukrscience.org).

Printed Proceedings
Conference Proceedings will be published by the conference opening. Conference Program and Proceedings will be presented to the participants on registration. Authors of the best conference papers recommended by the Program Committee will be offered to submit a scientific paper into Lviv Polytechnic National University Bulletin. Papers and accompanying documents will be accepted upon Conference closing, Bulletin costs to be covered additionally.

CONFERENCE FEES
Conference fees include an extended abstract translation, a sample of Conference Proceedings, publication and organizational expenses and total per paper (Conference fee will be collected for the author of the highest degree and/or affiliation):
- Ukrainian participants – 150 UAH
- Ukrainian students & Ph.D. students – 100 UAH
- International participants – 40 EURO
- International students & Ph.D. students – 25 EURO

REQUISITE ELEMENTS
For Ukrainian participants (in UAH):
Первинна профспілкова організація студентів та аспірантів Національного університету "Львівська політехніка"
Ідентифікаційний код 20846213
Розрахунковий рахунок 26005600084491
ЛОФ АКБ УСБ м.Львова
(Львівська обласна філія Укр.Соц. банк)
МФО 325019

В примітці вказати: "Організатор CSE-2010" та прізвище учасника конференції.

For International participants (in EURO):
CORESPONDENT BANK: COMMERZBANK AG, FRANKFURT/MAIN, GERMANY
SWIFT: COBADEFF
ACCOUNT N 400887090901
BANK BENEFICIARY: JSB"FORUM", KIEV, UKRAINE
SWIFT: FJSC UA UK
FOR LVIV BRANCH, MFO 385509,
3901590012 25 ZOLOTA str., LVIV,UKRAINE
BENEFICIAR:26002300000002
Lviv Polytechnic National University Lviv, Ukraine

You should add a note stating: "CSE-2010 Conference fee" and surname of the participant.